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Abstract: 
 
This article considers supporting mathematical proficiency through applying an existing opportunity-to-learn 
(OTL) framework that focuses on finer-grain features of instruction: specialized mathematics knowledge, time 
utilization, mathematical tasks, and mathematical talk. This work adds to the conversations in the mathematics 
education community by connecting OTL and mathematical proficiency through a focus on details of what is 
happening within a learning environment (e.g., a mathematics classroom). OTL intersects with several 
recommendations in IMPACT: Improving Mathematical Prowess and College Teaching (AMATYC, 2018) that 
center on learning environments, instructional practices, and use of curricula. Similar to the discussion in 
IMPACT, we cite research and practices grounded in the K -12 context because such practices are applicable to 
teaching and learning in two-year colleges. 
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